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Structured products revival – 2017 turnover behind strong start to the year
Pension fund initiative acquires shape
The structured products sector has started the new year with
strong backing. (Inter)national investors are increasingly looking to these flexible and liquid products – on the one hand as
an alternative to low interest rates, on the other thanks to
their innovative strength as an opportunity to participate rapidly in current and future developments. For example, with
topic and strategy certificates on megatrends such as Bitcoin.
The Swiss daily newspaper NZZ, for example, applied the
headline «Structured Products Recapture Territory» to its report on the traditional SSPA press conference at the start of the Financial Trade Fair, L’Agefi described the «essor unilateral des produits structures» – the upturn – Finews.ch discussed flourishing structured products in the low-interest environment, while the journal Schweizer Bank spoke of a boom. We provided media representatives with an
overview of market developments and our own activities – structured products are increasingly also
being used in a portfolio context, thanks to ongoing efforts to raise their profile.
We also focused on the portfolios of pension funds, because insured persons are entitled to the professional & efficient investment of their entrusted assets – including or rather specifically with structured products. We have been holding in-depth discussions with the relevant stakeholders, and hope
we will be able to make an important step towards cost transparency by the middle of the year. Signs
are good – we are confident that we could report on positive developments in the next Newsletter.
In the present update we will be refreshing your portfolio with our miscellaneous structural product
smoothies – like the categorisation model – including insights into and a summary of the first Finanz’18
that is tailored exclusively to professional investors. Within the context of the challenging regulatory
environment, we will also be updating you on MiFID & Co. and will outline what you may expect from
structured products this year in the pension fund field. We hope you enjoy reading these pages!
Georg von Wattenwyl, SSPA Chairman
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Value Creation Report of the Swiss Structured Products Association: Growth
rate compared to 2016 at 21% – total turnover of CHF 275 bn in 2017
Turnover for Swiss structured products of the major SSPA members strongly increased in 2017 and
total turnover is with CHF 275 bn 21% or CHF 48 bn above the previous year’s figure. The total quarterly
turnover was also above the previous year's level and amounted in Q4 2017 to CHF 70 bn. Equity (49%)
and foreign exchange (33%) are still dominating the turnover. Non-listed products constitute about
70% of turnover in 2017 (2016: 72%). With a total share of 87%, USD, EUR and CHF are still by far the
major currencies used.
Structured product value creation statistics drawn up by the
Boston Consulting Group take
ac-count of listed as well as unlisted products created in or for
Switzerland that are sold nationally as well as internationally.
SSPA members Barclays Capital,
Banque Cantonale Vaudoise,
Commerzbank, Credit Suisse,
Goldman Sachs, Julius Baer, Leonteq, Notenstein La Roche, Raiffeisen, UBS, Vontobel as well as Zurich Cantonal Bank took part in the
survey for the fourth quarter of 2017. They represent a majority of the Swiss market.
2017 performance versus 2016:
• Total turnover in 2017 of CHF 275 bn is 48 bn higher than in 2016; growth rate compared to the
previous year is 21%.
• Total quarterly turnover in Q4 2017 of CHF 70 bn is higher than in Q4 2016; growth rate compared
with prior-year quarter is 33%.
• With approx. 57%, yield enhancement products again account for over half of the total turnover
in 2017. Leverage products constitute again the second largest portion with 16%. Capital protection products make up 13% in 2017, a relative growth of 144% with respect to prior-year. After
reaching bottom in Q2 2016 with 3.1%, market share steadily grew since Participation products
remain at 13% of total turnover in 2017. Although leverage products constitute only 16% of total
turnover, they again represent the vast majority (87%) of transactions.
• Equity products represent the largest portion of total turnover in 2017, growing from 44% to 49%
compared to 2016. Compared to prior year, the share of foreign exchange products decreased
from 43% to 33%. The share of fixed income products grew to 12% in 2017 (prior year: 8%).
• Even though the primary market represents a stable but larger share of turnover (64%), the secondary market comprised around 96% of all transactions in 2017.
• USD is again the predominant currency in 2017 with a share of 43% (prior year: 36%). The share
of EUR is decreasing to 27% and CHF is slightly higher at 18%.
SSPA President Georg von Wattenwyl on the developments in the industry: «We are pleased about the
increasing investor demand on a national and international level. The positive development underlines
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their relevance for interested investors. Structured products are increasingly being seen as an attractive alternative to generate returns and demand increased due to innovative products. With theme
and strategy certificates, investors can participate in megatrends in a focused manner. As an association, we actively promote the systematic use in the portfolio context.»

Finanz’2018 – «Facing the new normal»
Switzerland’s biggest financial fair opened its doors at the beginning of February
2018, and celebrated its 20th anniversary fair with 3300 visitors. The focus
shifted exclusively to professional investors. On account of the three-year refurbishment of Zurich's Kongresshaus, they will be able to inform themselves about
innovative investment opportunities in a challenging environment between 31
January and 1 February 2018 at the Event Hall StageOne in Zurich Oerlikon.
Refreshment for portfolios: structural product smoothies in product categories with strong sales
Under the motto «Facing the new normal», over 130 exhibitors presented concepts that investors can use to maintain
performance, despite the low interest rate environment, or
explained how globalisation and digitalisation are impacting
markets. At the SSPA stand, smoothies with the flavours «leverage», «participation», «yield optimisation» and «capital
protection» provided a vitamin kick and refreshment for consumers and their portfolios.
Making potential of structural products useful for pension funds – information & transparency key
Numerous panel discussions and lectures – including on structured products – also attracted interest.
«Structured products and pension funds – perfect combination or illusion?» was the topic discussed
by Maurice Pedergnana, Professor HSLU and Managing Partner at Zugerberg Finanz as well as Martin
Roth, Managing Director of the Manor Pension Fund and Georg von Wattenwyl, SSPA Chairman,
chaired by Philippe Béguelin, Head of the Markets Department at «Finanz und Wirtschaft», focusing
on innovative options for deployment in the pension fund field. In short: This will take extensive educational campaigns and a great deal of transparency, because «pension fund board members need to
be taught to look beyond high bond ratios» and to include structured products in their portfolios, according to Pedergnana. Particularly in times of rising
interest rates, stated von Wattenwyl, structured
products are «a good alternative to bonds» – and
there is still untapped potential. Pedergnana explained that about «30 to 35% of the capital in the
bond segment of pension funds is essentially
dormant.» When it comes to their deployment, it is
also important that structured products are no longer
thought to be opaque, thus enabling them to be deployed more easily. For this purpose, the association
is working proactively with the relevant stakeholders.
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New «SP Portfolio Optimizer» features: Filmed use cases show targeted applications
Updates on the «SP Portfolio Optimizer» app that was launched
last year were presented by Peter Keller, SSPA Head Operation
& Standards and Florian Müller-Reiter, head of Derivatives Technologies, swissQuant Group. Filmed use cases illustrate in a simple and straightforward manner how the app can be used, enabling the potential of structured products in portfolios to be simulated in a vivid manner (click on image & see use cases).
The group of structured products experts Dominique Böhler, Head Public Distribution Switzerland,
Commerzbank, Willi F.X. Bucher, Head of Products & Sales Unit, Raiffeisen Schweiz Genossenschaft as
well as Manuel Dürr, Head of Public Solutions, Leonteq Securities and Dr York-Peter Meyer, Head Financial Product Advisory German-Speaking Switzerland & Ticino, Bank Vontobel, chaired by André
Buck, Head Sales, SIX Swiss Exchange highlight «investment opportunities for professional investors –
where investments are currently worthwhile». The structured products industry is certainly no stranger to innovative products & technological developments! Francis
Gardeyn, Head Cross Asset Structuring, and Dirk Wieringa,
Head Client Coverage Liquid Alternatives, both from Credit
Suisse, showed how these can be put to quantitative use
during their talk on «Quantitative Investment Strategies».
Photo gallery:
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Structured products press conference: Market upturn and association activities
in focus
As the «avant gout» of Finanz’18, the SSPA invited media representatives to attend the traditional
press conference at Bleicherweg, where they were provided with a review and outlook of the market
for structured products and the activities of the SSPA. Citing the very latest market data, Chairman
Georg von Wattenwyl and Deputy Chairman Thomas Schmidlin demonstrated that the structured
products sector posted a very positive performance in 2017 – national and international investors are
increasingly keen to invest in structured products. Simultaneously, the SSPA launched a number of
measures and initiatives that were designed to boost the knowledge and understanding of structured
products amongst investors. In particular, the association is determined to show pension funds how
structured products can make a contribution towards investment performance.
The information was taken up by a broad cross-section of the media:
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Update legal & regulations
Status FIDLEG/FINIG
Following the Council of States in December 2016, the National Council has now also approved the two
draft laws FIDLEG and FINIG. In order to settle remaining the differences (WAK-S proposed that the
Council of State should support the resolution passed by the National Council), the two proposals were
debated by the Council of States in March – and a final decision is scheduled for the summer session
of 2018. This will not come into force before 1 July 2019.
The SSPA contributed actively to WAK-N with specific proposals and – together with other industry
associations – supports the approach taken by FIDLEG and FINIG in the current version. Parliament
markedly improved the Federal Council’s proposals, and developed a sound compromise for workable
investor protection rules. The association will continue to contribute actively towards the legislative
process, for example when it comes to drawing up the execution ordinance FIDLEV.
The association contributed towards two working groups headed by the State Secretariat for International Finance SIF – on the topics of execution provisions on prospectus law and the key investor information document. Rules governing its content, scope, design and language are set out in the FIDLEV
(ordinance associated with the FIDLEG). For Switzerland, it is crucial that a workable solution is found,
establishing a genuine alternative to the PRIIP KID, and moving away from the integral adoption of
PRIIPs regulations. The association is keen to ensure that the PRIIP KID can be used without restriction
in Switzerland as an equivalent non-domestic document, in place of a key information sheet – as legislators intended. In addition, it has proposed that the German product information sheet should also
be approved for use in Switzerland.
Implementation of MiFID 2 & PRIIPs regulations
The amended EU Directive on Markets in Financial Instruments (MiFID 2) and the EU Regulation on
Key Information Documents for Packaged Retail and Insurance-based Investment Products (PRIIPs Regulation) came into force in January 2018. This also covers financial services providers from third-party
states, such as Switzerland, if financial products are offered to small investors within the EEA.
The provisions of MiFID 2 primarily address sales-related topics, such as e.g. requirements governing
client categorisation or cost and inducements transparency. They also apply to product manufacture,
however. For example, the manufacturer is now required to introduce and maintain a product monitoring process (product governance) – including determination of the target market. Before pursuing
sales, the manufacturer must define a target market for each financial instrument. The European MiFID
template EMT is probably the most widely-based target market concept that is supported by the European Structured Investment Products Association EUSIPA. At the technical level, SIX Financial Services supports issuers when implementing the target market concept by means of its RegHub.
In addition to implementing MiFID 2, structured product issuers faced and continue to face challenges
in the PRIIPs regulations. Despite shifting the implementation date from the end of 2016 to the start
of 2018, this still represents a race against time. Manufacturers of packaged investment products – in
particular structured products – now have to prepare a standardised key information document (PRIIP
KID): up to three pages long, containing essential features, enabling comparisons with other products.
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Both regulations demand greater cost transparency: the cost of the instrument as well as of the service
now need to be reported. The PRIIP KID has to disclose not merely a breakdown of the costs in a defined table, the costs also need to be shown over time – subdivided into one-off, ongoing and supplementary costs. One-off costs include «entry costs» – in the case of structured products, these are
mostly included in the product price. As a rule, structured products do not incur ongoing costs – except
for example in the case of actively managed certificates with a management or administrative fee –
nor do they incur supplementary costs.
MiFID 2 also demands personalised information covering the costs incurred in conjunction with the
investment. Potential investors need to know the aggregate total costs – that is to say the service and
product costs. In practice, this is often done by means of a cost sheet. At the «point-of sale» it is necessary to provide this information before the investment decision is taken (ex-ante cost transparency)
– while in the case of an ongoing business relationship the bank must inform clients at least once per
annum about the actual incurred costs (ex-post cost transparency).
Misleading performance scenarios and cost descriptions in the PRIIP KID
Problems with the performance scenarios and cost breakdowns became apparent only shortly after
introduction. These were calculated on the basis of simulations that drew upon historic developments
based on the recommended holding period of the product. In particular in the case of products with
short maturities as well as leverage products, this calculation method can lead to an annual average
return of over 1,000%. In the case of a recommended holding period of one day, it can even lead to
average returns in the millions of percentage points. Such performance scenarios are problematic,
make little sense and are ultimately misleading. The situation with costs is similar.
At the European level, this was addressed by contacting the relevant supervisory authorities, in addition member associations sought to identify a transitional solution. Three alternatives are currently up
for discussion:
1. A sensible interpretation of the provisions pertaining to the method of calculation, in order to
ensure that ultimately no misleading scenarios or costs need to be reported.
2. A declaration in the PRIIP KID concerning the misleading scenarios and costs.
3. A separate document concerning the misleading information in the PRIIP KID.
Benchmark regulation
With effect from January 2018, the «EU Benchmark Regulation» (in short: «BMR») needs to be comprehensively applied. The BMR relates to indices that are used as reference parameters. By establishing a transparent capital market, investors should be better protected and confidence should be improved.
Primarily affected are administrators domiciled within the EU that provide or prepare the benchmarks.
The Benchmark Regulation will, however, have an impact beyond the European Union. If an index or
benchmark is calculated in a third-party state, for example in Switzerland, then both the benchmark
as well as the administrator will need to be entered in a special register, in order to enable the benchmark to be used in the EU. The ESMA may decide that the legal framework and supervisory practice in
a third-party state is sufficient, and that it is consequently not necessary to check every index and
provider.
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A central criterion is the BMR’s scope of application. Potentially, for example, baskets might be considered benchmarks as underlying securities of structured products, and could fall under the regulatory
provisions, insofar as the value is published on an ongoing basis. Actively managed certificates may
also be covered. The current understanding is that such underlying securities are not covered by the
BMR, so long as the value of the basket continues to be published on an ongoing basis. This means
market-making will not, in itself, be deemed to constitute an indirect publication of the basket value.

Progress in pension fund initiative: Structured products soon «transparent»?
The latest market data shows that structured products have regained acceptance and continue to be
in demand as flexible, liquid and suitable alternatives to low interest rates for every risk profile. Pension funds, in particular, are facing huge challenges when it comes to generating yields. This consequently means the yield crisis is leading to heightened pressure and is imposing greater demands on
asset managers – the rigorous deployment of modern investment instruments such as structured products is an ideal way to supplement portfolios and generate yield.
Two-tier approach: Training of pension fund representatives & transparency label for SPs
As the panel discussion at Finanz’18 also suggested, however: very few structured products have been
deployed by pension funds to date, despite the fact that more would have been possible in strictly
legal terms. Occupational pension investment guidelines (BVV2), for example, essentially permit their
use. The problem is simply that the necessary know-how is often lacking amongst the decision-making
bodies to make the most of the existing potential in practice. For this reason, the SSPA has launched a
transparency and information initiative, and is keen to engage in active dialogue with pension fund
managers and public authorities. This aims to highlight the move towards greater transparency & clarification as well as the various potential applications and products, in order to correct misconceptions.
For the category «assets with non-transparent costs» in annual reports of pension funds is no longer
an accurate description for structured products.
Strengthening the pension system through the use of structured products
Against this backdrop, the SSPA’s pension fund initiative has been making considerable progress – the
association is currently engaged in constructive discussions with the OAK, Switzerland’s Federal Supervisory Commission, to find a solution for the problem of cost transparency by mid-2018. After all, the
entire sector would like to help strengthen the pension system, in order in close cooperation with
pension fund managers to find structured investment solutions for the benefit of all insured persons.
In today's challenging environment, pension funds are more entitled than ever to expect the professional and efficient investment of money that has been entrusted to them – including or in particular
when it comes to structured products.
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International Structured Products Forum 2018 – 5 and 6 September at the
Grand Hotel National in Lucerne
The traditional meeting of the sector will take place this
year in Lucerne at the beginning of September. Together
with SIX Structured Products Exchange AG, the SSPA makes
increasing use of this event as a platform for exchanging
opinions and holding discussions. Programme details will
be announced at a later date. At any rate, the dates 5 and
6 September 2018 need to be entered in your diaries.
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